
On  This  Day:  November  25,
1989 – Saturday Night’s Main
Event #24: The Biggest Upset
In History
Saturday Night’s Main Event 24
Date: November 25, 1989
Location: Kansas Expo Center, Topeka, Kansas
Commentators: Vince McMahon, Jesse Ventura

The Survivor Series just happened and while it had the most
awesome team in history (Hogan, Demolition and Jake), there
isn’t much going on here. Because this was taped in October
there won’t be any discussion of the show so this is really
just a placeholder show. The Rumble stuff wouldn’t start until
later on as that wasn’t a big deal yet either for the most
part. Also the world title match and the only thing that
mattered at Mania would be started up. Let’s get to it as this
is the next to last one of these I have to do.

This show is about 20 minutes longer than the others so it was
likely a two hour show. Very interesting.

Warrior says Andre better remember Jack and the Beanstalk.

Heenan says Andre is real, not a fairy tale.

Dusty is going to teach Boss Man about justice.

Boss Man and Slick say Rhodes is a common thief.

Genius wants the world title.

Hogan thinks Genius isn’t that smart.

This theme song is brilliant.
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We get a quick recap of Warrior going after Heenan and Andre
nearly killing him because of it. Heenan basically says Andre
will win and Rude won’t be upset because it’s in the family.
Andre is terrifying and funny at the same time.

Intercontinental Title: Ultimate Warrior vs. Andre the Giant

This was booked on a few dozen house shows but the key was it
never  went  past  like  two  minutes.  Warrior  says  he  isn’t
afraid. One good thing about Warrior: he never wasted time on
an intro. Andre jumps him to start which is odd for him and
even Jesse sees that. Warrior actually chokes Andre down and
in a funny moment Andre ducks out of the way and Warrior goes
flying over the top. Just funny that he did something so basic
for the stop.

One of the good things about Andre is his size lets any basic
move look awesome. The problem is that Warrior is still insane
here and Andre is FAR past his prime here and he needs someone
capable in the ring to make him work. Andre gets knocked to
the floor and it’s on out there. Warrior uses a bearhug back
in the ring and it looks ridiculous. Has Andre not brushed his
teeth in like 9 years or so?

Andre hooks a bearhug of his own and is on the mat with it.
This is FAR too long as all of Warrior’s energy which is what
makes this win look possible is gone at this point and nothing
at all works for either guy. Andre is tied up in the ropes to
just extend this even longer. Heenan comes in for the DQ and
thank goodness for it.

Rating: F. This was just bad in general. It went on nearly
eight minutes which is longer than Andre was in the ring for
his entire tag title reign I think. This was a bad idea
because  of  the  length.  At  house  shows,  it  was  maybe  two
minutes at most which is what made it work. This was just
horrible and it didn’t go well at all.

Genius says he’s smart.



Hogan says a poem and does some math. As good as it sounds.

WWF Title: Hulk Hogan vs. The Genius

Genius kind of prances around and this is definitely going to
be a comedy match. He even uses a nip up which just wasn’t
done back then. All Hogan here and Genius stops to write
something on his scroll. He was incredibly athletic and skins
the cat to get back in. And then Genius slaps Hogan in the
face. Hogan gets tired of Genius doing his stuff and takes his
head off with a clothesline.

Hogan is killing him now and then prances around the ring.
Like him or not, the guy knew how to play to a crowd like no
one else in history could. And here’s Mr. Perfect to mess
everything up. He looks at the belt and says it’s not perfect
and puts gum on it. Hogan gets posted and back in the ring a
moonsault gets two. He Hulks Up and Genius goes to the floor.
Perfect clocks Hogan with the belt and GENIUS WINS! THE GENIUS
BEAT HOGAN! WITH THE TITLE ON THE LINE! Perfect runs away with
the title in hand.

Rating: B-. Total comedy match that set up Hogan vs. Perfect
for a few months if nothing else. This wasn’t supposed to be a
serious match and you flat out can’t grade it as one. This was
a  hilarious  match  at  times  as  someone  for  once  tried  to
outsmart Hogan and it worked like a charm. This was perfectly
played  and  while  the  match  was  nothing,  the  comedy  and
thinking  was  great.  I  liked  this  a  lot  but  most  people
wouldn’t.

We recap Dusty vs. Bossman which is Dusty stopping Bossman
from beating people up after his matches.

Slick says Dusty is in trouble.

Dusty  is  here  to  fight  for  justice.  Does  he  mean  Prince
Justice? He looks like he hasn’t slept in a year.



Dusty Rhodes vs. Big Bossman

Dusty  wants  Slick  thrown  out  but  can’t  get  that.  Bossman
dominates to start with the help of Slick. Dusty gets to lay
on his back for awhile so something must be working. A short
fat woman at ringside yells at Slick. Dusty has gotten NOTHING
in here at all. His comeback only lasts a bit as Slick gets
the nightstick. Bossman yells at the lady from earlier and
gets rolled up for the pin. The lady gets to dance in the ring
and would become Sapphire.

Rating: D. Total domination here but Dusty got punches in and
then a rollup to win the match. I hate that booking and always
have. It makes Bossman look kind of weak since he managed to
lose to a quick rollup like that and little of his offense did
anything. This was just bad, but I’d put that on Dusty.

Red Rooster says he’ll beat Mr. Perfect.

Perfect says he’ll reveal the whole belt thing later tonight.

Red Rooster vs. Mr. Perfect

Genius reads a poem mocking Rooster and introduces Perfect.
Rooster goes for an over the top chickenwing which doesn’t
work. Perfect beats him up for a little while until Rooster
makes a quick comeback. And then the Perfect Plex ends this.
Can I get this four minutes of my life back please?

Rating: N/A. This was nothing at all but a squash for Perfect.
Taylor would be in WCW in about a month.

Rockers say they’re really keen.

Heenan is arguing with the Brainbusters over who is the talent
here.

Brainbusters vs. The Rockers

This is 2/3 falls. Before the match we have a commercial and



since this is from 1989, there’s an ad for Batman now on VHS!
Tully was in black before the break and is in red now. I love
stuff like that. Jannetty and Blanchard start us off and it’s
all drug addict. Wait…might need some more explanation there.
Blanchard was forced to retire just after this due to a failed
test. Jannetty gets a sunset flip for the pin on Tully for the
first fall in like a minute and a half after some basic stuff.

Bobby is TICKED at them and leaves them on their own. The
Rockers clean house and work on Arn. This is the sharpest
they’ve ever looked and it’s working great. Shawn goes too
fast and gets a hot shot to even us up as Jesse leaves to talk
to Heenan.

Back from the break and Jesse has found Bobby. He says this is
the worst team he’s ever worked with, which is saying a lot
given that he had Red Rooster and Brooklyn Brawler for awhile.
Bobby fires them more or less which makes sense as this is
their final match with the company.

Shawn is hurt to start the third fall and is in there with
Tully. I feel sorry for him. SICK spinebuster on Shawn which
didn’t have a name at this point. Shawn plays Ricky Morton
here but makes the tag and literally brings the crowd to their
feet. Shawn stops a spike piledriver and hits a high cross
body on Arn to win it.

Rating: C-. Not great but this was about the angle more than
anything else. The Rockers could have been any team here but
they were fun and exciting and were in the Heenan Family match
at Survivor Series so they made the most sense. This was a
decent  enough  match  but  really  was  a  squash.  That’s  not
something that happens to the former Horsemen that often.

Perfect is destroying the belt with a hammer. That would of
course become the Hardcore Title. Perfect wants a title shot
and would get a ton on house shows.

Hogan gets the busted up belt and is all sad over it. The belt



they replaced it with was the same design which makes sense as
it was like two and a half years old at that point. He does a
big dramatic promo about it and throws the belt down in anger.

Vince and Jesse do their usual wrap-up.

Overall Rating: D+. I had this a bit higher than remembered
that  opener.  This  was  more  of  a  transitional  show  than
anything  else  and  the  wrestling  was  pretty  subpar.  The
highlight by far is Genius vs. Hogan and other than that it’s
pretty much downhill. This was an ok show at best but there
wasn’t much going on in the ring. Only one to go and I hope
it’s better than this.

 

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of on the History of In Your House at Amazon for just $4
at:

And check out my Amazon author page with wrestling books for
just $4 at:


